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　Thank you for purchasing Torque wrench testing machine.
■The testing machine purpose for use inspection/measurement 
   torque of torque wrench.
■Easy operation by routine laboratory at open close.
■Measurement result can be checked correctly on LED red display. 
■Switching by three kinds of measurement mode(Peak/truck/peak-hold).

If the manual is lost or becomes illegible, or if additional manuals are required,
contact your distributor.

If you have any questions about the products or the contents of this 
instruction manual, contact your distributor.

Instructions are classified by degree of risk and described as follows.



■The product purpose for use inspection/measurement of 
   torques wrench only. Please use only for intended purposes

○Much load is applied during the mesurement.
○Do not place the machine where it will be 
   vibration and instability. 

○AC100V～ 240V.
○Electrical captaincy (Ampere) for a wall 
   socket is decided

○Please use within power limit.

○Do not touch the electric plug right after use.

●Must be rigthway 
   install on stable 
   place.

●Must be used within 
   range of rated voltage.

●Do not apply load more 
   than the maximum torque.

●Do not touch the 
   power plug with wet 
   hands.

●Do not touch the power 
   cable and metal parts 
   of connector .

●Please clean the 
   electric plug and the 
   wall socket when 
   they are with foreign 
   substances.

●Contact our company 
   when it makes unusual 
   sound or bad smell.

●Do not place near 
   flammable liquid or 
   flammable place.

   To avoid the risk of personal injury from 
   breakdown of the attached stand during 
   measurement

To avoid the fire and electric shock.

To avoid the risk of person injury from 
electric shock.

   To avoid the risk of personal injury from 
   breakdown

   To avoid the risk of person injury from 
   electric shock.

   To avoid the risk of person injury from 
   electric shock.

   To avoid the fire and electric shock.

   To avoid the fire and electric shock.
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○The machine is not 
   for air impacts or 
   electric wrenches.

●Do not use in the places 
   such as water, sea, great 
   humidity, or near oil, 
   chemicals, solvent.

●Measurement direction: 
   Rotation to the right 
   (clockwise rotation) 

●Can not be used to 
   measure power tools

●Please do not vibrate 
   or shock that machine

  To avoid the risk of person 
   injury and breakdown, 
  damage of testing machine.

   To avoid the risk of person injury and 
   breakdown, damage of testing machine.

　It can cause breakdown of the machine 
   or malfanction.

ITo avoid the risk of person injury and 
breakdown , damage of testing machine.

○The machine is unable 
   to cope with under the 
   environment mentioned 
   left. Leaking, rusting 
   worsens the performance 
   and accuracy of the 
   machine. 

○This testing machine does not work rotation 
   to the left  (counter-clockwise)

○Torque Checker is a sensitive measuring 
   instrument.

●Do not dismantle and 
   remodeling.

The performance or the life of the machine 
declines, which causes breakdown or injury.
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○It is possible to slide when the floor surface is 
   wet with oil etc.

○Remove dust, dirt, mud, oil, water to avoid 
   breakdown or rusting after use.

●Please keep the working 
   floor always clean.

●Please take care of 
   the machine.

The performance goes bad.

●Do not place the machine 
   where it will be strong 
   magnetism and near 
   magnetism.

●Do not use around 
   electrical equipment's 
   in operation.

●Do not use in a poor 
   carriage.

   It can cause breakdown or injury.

   It can cause injury.

○The signals or noises of electric circuit can 
   worsen the performance.

○Using in a poor carriage can harm your health. 
   Use in a good carriage.

○Use attachements described in the 
   instruction manual.

●Use standard accessory 
   by maker-classified .

   To avoid the risk of person injury and 
   accident 

○Leaving for a long time can heat up the condenser.
○Do not pull the code when unplug from outlet.

●Pull out AC adapter 
   from wall socket 
   when it is not used 
   for a long time. 　To avoid the fire and electric leakage.
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Contents

Main body
AC Adapter Set 
Hexagon sockt head cap screws(M10×45)
Nut(M10)
Washer

Proofreading certificate
Instruction Manual

Conversion adapter 

Products NumberContents

●Main body

●Hexagon sockt 
   head cap screws
   (M10×45)

●Nut(M10)

●Washer

●Instruction Manual

●Conversion adapter （ＣＡ）
　 (Square internal×Square external )

●Conversion adapter （ＭＡ）
　 (Hexagon external×Square external )

●Calibration certificate 

ＣＡ０２０４（Square internal 6.35×Square external 12.7）

ＣＡ０３０４（Square internal 9.5×Square external 12.7）

ＣＡ０３０８（Square internal 9.5×Square external 25.4）

ＣＡ０４０８（Square internal 12.7×Square external 25.4）

ＣＡ０６０８（Square internal 19.0×Square external 25.4）

ＭＡ４１９（Hexagon external 19×Square external12.7）

ＭＡ４２７（Hexagon external 27×Square external12.7）

ＭＡ８２７（Hexagon external 27×Square external25.4）

ＭＡ８３８（Hexagon external 38×Square external25.4）
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●AC Adapter Set



Name of each part

TA419TQ
10～200

Square Drive (Internal square)

Holes for fixed bolts
（φ１０/４ parts）

Display or Control Panel 

「Display or Control Panel 」

Mode Button

Reset Button

Zero / Enter Botton

Display (Red:LED)

Press button when resetting the result 
displayed to "Zero" or switching of each 
mode.

Press when changing the set number 
(1, 2, 4, 8 seconds) with Peak mode 
(Auto 「Zero」 Reset).

Measurement mode
①Track Mode
②Peak Mode
③Peak Hold
When press switching.

Power Switch (ON/ OFF)
Terminal outlet
(DC9V, 1.6A, Center Plus)
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ＴＴＣ－６０　　　　１２.７ｍｍ
ＴＴＣ－５００　　　２５.４ｍｍ
ＴＴＣ－１０００　　２５.４ｍｍ



Precaution

２．Please drill holes on the fixed stand.
   Because the checker uses 
   attached hexagon socket 
   head cap screws, drill a hole 
   on the stand as illustration.
   φ１０.５～φ１１（recommended）

１．Prepare stand to fix.

TA419TQ
10～200

○Components which are hard and strong, thicker than 6mm 
   are needed.
○Much load is applied to the machine and installed area.
○Avoid setting on an unstable stand, a slope and shaking place.

●Choose the place to fix 
   and install it firmly.

　To avoid the risk of personal injury from breakdown 
   of the attached stand during measurement

３．Fix tightly with 4 haxagon socket head cap screws.

Hexagon sockt head cap screws(M10×45)
Hexagon internal width across flat: 8mm

Nut: M10
Hexagon external width across flat: 14mm

１
２
１
ｍ
ｍ

１７２ｍｍ
φ１０.５～φ１１

※Prepare a 8mm-hex key wrench

※Prepare a spanner or a offset wrench which is width 
   of 14mm

Components should be
①Firm and durable
②Thicker than 6mm
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Precaution
４．Please insert AC adapter
　 Insert AC adapter into the connection terminal at back of the Checker 
    after confirming power switch is OFF .

○Pull out from a wall socket when not used. Do not pull 
   the code when pulling out. The code will be damaged 
   and can cause electric leakage.

●Pull out AC adapter from 
   wall socket for safety 
   when it is not used for 
   a long time. 　Leaving for a long time can heat up the 

   condenser and will be cause of the fire.

Instruction
１．Turn on the power switch
　 Turn on the power switch after inserting 
    AC adapter into a wall socket. 
    The process from starting to 
    measurement display is same as 
    illustration below. It takes about 4 seconds.

「ＯＦＦ」

「ＯＮ」

「Mesurement display」

「Models Number」

「Common to 
  all models」

●Do the warming up (Exercising with remaining heat) after inserting the powers.
　 Leave it for about 30 minites after insertion of the powers.
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Instruction
２．Select to the operation mode.

●Ｐｅａｋ Ｍｏｄｅ
　　Auto 「Zero」 Reset will be activated after Peak Hold in set 
      seconds(Choose 1, 2, 4, 8 seconds)
●Ｐｅａｋ Ｈｏｌｄ
      Measurement result will be displayed continually unless 
      the            button is pressed after Peak Hold
      Pressing the            button reset to 「Zero」 manually.
●Ｔｒａｃｋ Ｍｏｄｅ
　　「Zero display」 is up when applying stops, and the result changes 
      depending on added torque.

Types of operation mode.

２－１．Setting Procedure of operation modes
Display is switched when the            button is 
pressed(with buzzer ring).

Pressing the            button, the mode will be 
changed when buzzer rings.

Measurement mode will be return when pressing               button of 
the operation mode.
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Instruction
２－２．Setting of display seconds by Auto 「Zero」 
            Reset in Peak mode.
Display will be switched by pressing 
the             button(with buzzer ring).

Please press             button to get back to measuring screen after 
you entered seconds for Auto Reset

Display will be switched each time 
the            button pressed(with buzzer ring).
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３．Measurement methods of each mode

３－１．Measurement method of Peak Mode
３－１－１．Torque tool, preset type

●Please apply force after checking set 
  torque of torque wrench

●The result will be displayed with 
  clicking sound.However, 「Zero」 reset 
  will be automatically done in the set 
  seconds if you stopped applying force 
  before it reaches the set torque.

「Zero」 Reset will be automatically 
done in 8 seconds

Instruction

●It is recommended that using Manual 「Zero」 
  Reset when recording the results.

●Check 「Zero」 before mesurement.

「When it stops in progress」

「When it clicks」

ex) Torque wrench, preset type
Set torque : 50N・m
Auto 「Zero」 Reset after 8 seconds
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３－１－２．Indicator torque tool (Plate-shape, torque wrench, preset type)
●Please apply force as an example below

●Please keep applying force till the indicator 
  reaches 50N・m. However, 「Zero」 reset will 
  be automatically done in the set seconds if 
  you stopped applying force before it reaches 
  the set torque.

Instruction

ex)Torque wrench, preset type
Set torque : 50N・m
Auto 「Zero」 Reset

「Zero」 Reset will be automatically 
done in 8 seconds

「When it stops in progress」

「When torque same with set torque applied」

●Check 「Zero」 before mesurement.

●It is recommended that using Manual 「Zero」 
  Reset when recording the results.
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Instruction
３－２．Measuring method of Peak Hold
３－２－１．Torque tool, preset type

●The result will be displayed with clicking 
  sound. The result will be also displayed 
  at the time when you stopped before it 
  sounds

●The displayed result will not be changed 
  if you apply force over 30.07N・m.

●Numbers will be displayed when you stopped 
  applying force

●It will be reset (with buzzer 
  sounds) when you push 
  the button of 

● Apply force after the set torque of torque wrench
ex) Torque wrench, preset type
Set torque : 30N・m
Manual 「Zero」 Reset 

Check 「Zero」 before mesurement.

「When it clicks」

「in case of applying 
force more」

「when you stopped 
applying force」
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Instruction

●The result will be displayed at the time 
  when you stopped before it reaches the 
  set torque.

●The displayed result will not be changed 
  if you apply force over 30.07N･m.

●Please apply force after checking set 
  torque of torque wrench

ex.) Dial set torque wrench
Set torque : 30N・m
Manual Zero Reset

「When torque same with 
set torque applied」

「in case of applying 
force more」

●Check 「Zero」 before mesurement.

「when you stopped 
applying force」

３－２－２．Indicator set torque tool(Plate type, Dial type set)

●It will be reset (with buzzer 
  sounds) when you push the 
  button of 

●Numbers will be displayed when 
  you stopped applying force
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Instruction
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Repair・Inspection
■The machine should be repaired when display is broken, the result is not 
   loaded or incorrect. (Non-free) It depends on the condition product whether 
   it can be repaired or not.
■Rough use, keeping for a long time, ecessive use can make the accuracy bad.
   Proofreading regularly is necessary to keep precision 
   For recommended calibration in a year (for profit) 
■If you need additional assistance for operation
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φ１０

1

※Not included weight by AC adapter and  conversion adapter.
● Power supply:100V～ 240V
● Mesurement mode : Peak mode, Track mode
● Zero Reset : Manual Reset, Auto Reset (1, 2, 4, 8seconds : adjustable)
● Measuring direction: Rotation to the right (clockwise rotation) 

Model

Torque Range Incre-

Specification
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